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Abstract: In the proposed paper the major issue is the target tracking in wireless sensor networks and to obtain exact
position of the target as to be measured so that we can expect improvement in the tracking resolution. so there is need
of finding accurately sensor and targets trajectory path as to be studied with special care and captured at regular basis.
We also studied correlation properties and sensitivity in mobile sensors from the system parameters and maintained
good resolution for tracking of mobile sensors at different speeds. Our simulation results gave satisfactory system
parameters like sensor density, sensor and target mobility compared static sensor network environment.
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INTRODUCTION
Recently if we generally focus on target tacking by
considering both moving target and mobile sensor network
(MSN). Our main interests is in finding out the spatial
resolution in order to localize the resolution of the target’s
trajectory and also find out optimization problem solution
in Mobile sensor networks, by developing new algorithm
that establishes an object tracking in wireless sensor
networks. This algorithm will also help us to refine the
sensor mobility model, the network model, and the
communication model among sensors in order to enable
effective detection and tracking. To capture all aspects of
such tracking problems in real applications, one needs full
descriptions of both the uncontrolled dynamics of the
target as well as the controlled dynamics of the mobile
sensors. In the applications of interest, sensors are often
placed on mobile vehicles; hence, the control system
describing a mobile sensor is in itself a complicated nonlinear system with a large state space. We derive spatial
resolution that is between our assumed model and the
target model travelling pathway which is also termed as
distance that particular target is uncovered by any of the
available mobile sensors. Also we need of obtaining of
minimum no.of mobile sensors that could be deployed to
properly establish accurate spatial resolution in present
mobile wireless sensor networks. This shows the problem
is very similar to collision problem in our classical kinetic
theory of gas molecules that lets us to derive complete
with dynamic relationship between our wireless mobile
sensors and moving targets scenario.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Target tracking systems have certain real-time constraints
for to even sudden transient changes for fast moving
targets, on the other hard real time performance of these
issues is major constraint in this type of applications that
must be compatible with the present system properties like
energy consumption and accuracy. Prediction and
localisation of nodes by method of object monitoring Ant
Optimization in Sensor Networks. Here once the object is
determined, the mobile node moves to cover the particular
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object. If the Target cannot be defined then the set of new
nodes are located and each node is assigned a position to
minimize the total travelled distance. In this scheme
estimation and prediction of nodes are done by Interval
Theory and the Relocation of Nodes is done by using Ant
Colony Optimization, find out the drawback of technology
and the area in which sensor unable to track the user
location. In the paper Protocol for tracking mobile targets
using Wireless Sensor Networks employs an protocol
distributed predictive tracking for tracking moving targets
with use of sensor networks that uses an cluster based
method for prediction and scalability based scheme that
provides energy efficient solution. The proposed scheme is
more robust for node as well as prediction a failure that
yields temporary losses of targets and its recovery at the
cost of extra energy usage.
Target tracking in distributed environment by developing
protocol:
1) Clustering based approach for scalability and
predication based tracking mechanism to provide
distributive and energy efficient solution.
2) The power conversation is key factor which is taken in
to consideration for execution of system.
NETWORK AND MOBILITY MODEL
We consider a mobile sensor network (MSN) to consist of
N (A) mobile sensors initially placed inside a two
dimensional geographical region shown in Figure1.

Fig. 1. Example of target tracking problem in a mobile sensor network.
The difference between the intersections between sensor traveling path
and target traveling path and the coverage for the target path.
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As shown in above figure region can be in any convex
TARGET TRACKING IN A MOBILE SENSOR
shapes under the proposed formulation. Here we are going
NETWORK
to take a rectangular region which consists of four Here we can treat a mobile sensor as a gas molecule, and a
boundaries which helps us in considering it as a rectangle target as an electron.
so that it will be easy in making any cautions which are
required. As we are rectangle in assumption lets take the
width of the rectangle with the area to be W and the length
to be |A|/W, where |A| represents the area of the region.
For the initial configuration (at time t =0), we assume
considered sensors are independently deployed at a
random uniform distribution. Under this assumption, the
sensor location can be modeled by a stationary twodimensional Poisson process. Denote the density of the
Poisson
process
as
𝑛𝐴 . The number of sensors located in the region A, N(A),
follows
a
Poisson
distribution
of
parameter
𝑛𝐴 ·|A|.
Fig. 2. The spatial resolution of a mobile sensor network.
A. Sensing and Mobility Model
In this step every sensor all sensors have a sensing area A.
Spatial resolution
which will be able to sense only the area or the region in Here we took the average deviation between the estimated
which it is located and in the same way sensor will be able and the actual target travel paths, which is the average
to detect the events which are occurring in and around the travel distance of a target between successive coverage by
specific region. Here we are going to consider any object mobile sensors. Initially we assume sensors are stationary
which is detected by the sensor and it is moving in the area and, then extend our formulation to consider sensor
as an target. A object is considered to be covered or mobility. Let sensing range is R, when t=0, a cross section
detected when it is identified in the boundaries or in the of coverage can be modeled by using a circle with the
limits of the region which is covered by the sensor. We diameter 2R. After a period of time Δt, the circle swept out
assume the sensing region to be a disk of radius R centered an area (shown in Figure 3) and the amount of sensor
at the sensor. In an MSN, depending on the mobile coverage can be estimated from the density of mobile
platform and application scenario, sensors can choose from sensors (nA=N(A)/|A|) inside the area.
a wide variety of mobility strategies, from passive
movements to highly coordinated and complicated motion.
The movement patterns are referred as the uncontrolled
sensor mobility model simple robots may have a limited set
of mobility patterns, whereas advanced robots can navigate
in a more complicated itinerary. The movement patterns
are referred as the controlled sensor mobility model. In this
work, we consider the following uncontrolled sensor
mobility model. We assume that sensors move
independently of each other, without any coordination
between them. The movement of a sensor is characterized
by its speed and direction. A sensor travels to the boundary
of area A at a chosen speed and direction. Once the
boundary is reached, the sensor bound back, by choosing
Fig. 3. An effective coverage region with sensing
another angular direction and continues the process, so we
range R at time t=τ.
termed it as random direction mobility model. We assume
the velocity of a target is a constant 𝑣𝑖 , which is defined as
a path (line segment) crossing from one boundary to B. Relative speed under the random direction mobility
model
another.
B. Tracking Measurement
Here spatial resolution in MSNs as the average deviation
between actual assumed as well as actual target travel
paths, so therefore to find deviation between the assumed
and the actual paths can be illustrated below depicts the
distance so target is not covered by any of the sensors.
From figure 2, the target is covered by sensors under the
time periods (t1 to t2) and (t3 to t4), while it cannot be
localized by any sensors before t1, after t 4 and between t2
to t3.
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The speed of a moving target relative to mobile sensors
varies only with the angle between their respective
directions of movement, which is shown in Figure 4a.
Since the mobile sensors move randomly in all possible
directions (due to the random directional mobility model),
a fraction dθ/2π of them move in directions that are within
angle dθ of the target vi direction.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 4. (a)The speed of the moving target relative to one of
mobile sensors varies only with the angle between their
respective directions of motion;
(b)The relative speed 𝑣𝑟𝑒𝑙

Fig. 6. This figure demonstrates the the difference between
the intersections between sensor traveling path and target
traveling path and the coverage for the target path.

B.
Distribution of spatial resolution
We use the average deviation instead of the maximum
deviation for the definition of spatial resolution in MSNs,
we study the probability distribution function of the
uncovered distance. We consider a group of targets to be
initially outside the region. Let the number originally in the
group at time t=0 be N0, and at time t, N of them going
without coverage by any mobile sensors.
Let l be the uncovered distance for the length 𝑣𝑖 𝑡 , where a
target has been covered at time t. The number of targets
that are covered between and t+dt and terminate a path
whose length lies between l and l+dl is
SIMULATION RESULTS

Fig. 7. Provideing the information about the venerabel
sensors when the information is sent.

Fig. 5. This figure demonstrates the placement of
sensors which are are in ready mode to detect when
ever there is any movenent in the objects.
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CONCLUSION
In this proposed model, we have concentrated the major
target tracking problem in mobile wireless sensor
networks. Generally, we analyzed performance metrics
like: spatial resolution and we also investigate the
resolution of moving targets. We also studied are several
issues for finding research on this problem: (1) to obtain
the detection error of mobile sensors under different
varying wireless sensor speeds, which in turn makes up an
optimization problem for target tracking; (2) to further
refine the sensor mobility model, the network model, and
the communication model among different sensors in
establishes effective detection and tracking.
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